What is a Profile Form for? Completing this Form helps your Advisor understand your needs and interests, making your first meeting more productive. By providing some important facts about yourself in advance, you and your Advisor can focus on what is most relevant to you and make maximum use of your first meeting together.

Personal Snapshot (all optional; in 3 words or less)
Me in 3 adjectives:
Pastimes:
Interests:
Passionate for:
Passionate against:
Academic areas of interest:

Communications - In addition to receiving a degree, I have come to Seattle University to: (check all that apply)

- participate in organizations and activities on campus
- meet people, enjoy myself
- pursue scholarly activities and intellectual development
- define and prepare for a career or vocation
- continue to mature and prepare for adulthood
- be in a place where I can express my individuality
- discover and developing my own talents
- other _______________________________